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	NAME: Vuralan
	DESCRIPTION: The Vuralan, native to Vurala V, have long dominated their region of space (9 star systems). Having reached space over 8 centuries ago, they prefer less combative means of securing their place in the galaxy. This is not to mean that they are in any way cowardly, the Emperors of the Vuralan Imperium, warrior-kings of the highest caliber, often personally lead their fleets into battle vs an enemy. They have a large standing fleet that consists mostly of Medium/Light Cruisers & Carriers with several fighter squadrons aboard. They have 1 Imperial Command Dreadnought & at least, 1 Dreadnought/system they occupy. Their technology is on par with the Federation except for their advanced Starship Pulse Phaser Cannons & fast, maneuverable fighters.Names: Males: Ghor'tak, Khet'rak; Female: Masaada, Yuket.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond [Shackleton Expanse]
	Text Field 13:  We prefer the subtlety of diplomacy to war.
	Text Field 7: Daring +1, Fitness +1, Insight+1.
	Text Field 8: Physiologically, the Vuralan are a very muscular, bipedal felinoid race that average 6ft tall & have an average weight of 250lbs. Their is very little difference between the sexes. Their fur is mainly colored in shades of light & dark brownish-green, usually worn long. Life expectancy: 125 years old.  Bite: [Melee, 1CD, Vicious 1, Piercing 1] & Claws: [Melee, 2CD, Vicious 1, Piercing 2]. 
	TALENTS: Vuralan, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: B'zuc (Martial Arts)  
	TALENT TEXT 1: The Vuralan have their own ancient martial art style that is several millennia old. You gain an additional Vicious 1 & the Intense Effect to your Unarmed attacks. Also, you lower the Difficulty for being surprised or ambushed by 1, minimum of 1.
	TALENT NAME 2: Ancient Warriors
	TALENT TEXT 2: Being the top predator on their planet for millennia, the Vuralan have honed their senses & combat skills. Whenever you use the Security Discipline for tasks, you gain 2d20. 
	TALENT NAME 3: Art of Diplomacy
	TALENT TEXT 3: Preferring diplomacy to war, the Vuralan have mastered the art. When in Social Conflicts/Interactions, you gain 2d20, & if successful, you gain an Advantage which must be used immediately.   
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